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Social and Political Role of the 
UJorking Class and Its lnflue~ce · 
on the Movement of Society 

The conditions of the struggle of the working class 
and of the socialist forces in general for the fulfilment of 
their every-day demands, for the democratic rights of the 
working people, for power and for the construction of so
cialism, ·have changed considerably during the past few 
decades. 

On the one hand, the tasks are more complex. The 
great concentration of economic and political power in the 
bourgeois state and its international ties tend to create a 
supranational class authority. This renders the use of 
certain former means and forms of the struggle of the 
working class more difficult and often ineffective. This 
is particularly true under present conditions of an unstable, 
peace which rests on an unstable balance of power. In 
this situation, every revolutionary action of the working 
class and the anti-imperialist forces assumes an interna
tional character and mobilizes the most diverse forces in 
the world. · . 

In addition, in the most developed capitalist countries 
the practice of the economic "bribing" of sections of the 
working class has greatly increased. This practice is the 
basis of the opportunist and reformist · tendencies in the 
working class. It prevents the unity of the working class, 
beclouds its consciousness and class solidarity in the 
struggle for socialism, and presents parliamentary forms 
of struggle as something absolute, as the only correct 
method, neglecting other means of struggle which under 
given conditions and- circumstances promise greater suc
c~ss . . 
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In this situation, the ruling groups manage to consoli
date and reinforce the bourgeois-democratic forms of the 
state and, during a certain period of social development, 
to direct the class struggle toward a compromise with the 
working class, by means of individual reforms and ma
terial concessions - and to create corresponding illusions. 

Processes of this kind sharpen the contradictions and 
the ideological struggle within the working class itself, 
endanger its unity a:qd ~weaken its revolutionary forc.es . 
The negative consequences cause the rrHn·e harm the niore 
these forces have withdrawn into themselves, burdened 
by dogmatism and sectarianism; the less account they take 
of the objective sources and character of such processes 
and the)e&s capable they e:tre of C;ldjusting . the forms and 
methods o( thei~ politiC?l activity to the, concrete conqi-::. 
tions of a given pbase .of the class str:uggle. 

Finally, thes~ . dif~ieulties :lre aggravated by th~ fact 
that construction of socialism ;•has so far . been .undertaken 
- through revolutionary . action . ~ mai'Illy by the work.:: 
ing . class of compCl,ratively . bf\;ckward countries. It is this 
that has accounwcUor the pil(!)g up of exceptionally great 
difficl!lties . in the socialist ,praqtice so far, difficulties th.c:~.t 
also show rp.any negative features and deformities in ,the 
development of socialism. ~hese ·phenomena render more 
dM:ficult the position of therevolutionary labour movement 
in Jhe struggle for ir).fll!ence: among the masses in capital
ist countries. 

All these and . similar factors act as breaks on the 
political action and economic struggle .of the working class, 
blunt its revolutionary spirit and, at the same time, pro
duce a more or less negative effect on the rate and forms 
oLthe . construction of· ·society in socialist countries. 

On the other· hand, ·and despite all this, the .balance 
of social forces in the world ' has substantially shifted in 
favour of socialism. The October Revolution, socialist rev,., 
olutions .in ·Yugoslavia, China ·.rand: ,other countries, •. polit.,.. 
ical and sot:ial' changes in · the world, have played . an 
enormous role . in the revolutionary transformation not 
only in the countries where -they occurred bu;t ·also in 
the·.whole .world. . . : · . •· 

· · Thete is no tnore capitttlist ertcirclementibfan isolated
socialist island, and the cap;talist world itself is changing 
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under the impact of the irresistible self-assertion of social
ism. The working class of many capitalist countries, es
pecially in Western Europe and America, has won many 
important political and social rights as a result of its own 
struggle and of revolutionary v:ictories . of socialism in 
many countries. All these social developments, brought 
about by the victory of a number of socialist revolutions, 
all the many revolutionary changes that have taken and 
are taking place in various countries, · all give rise to 
social changes and reforms in other countries. They are. 
interlinked and represent a single process of the revolu
tionary, socialist transformation of the world. 

.. . Because of all this, the social and political role of the 
working class and its influence on the movement of so
ciety have grown tremendously all over the world. The 
idea of socialism is becoming familiar to ever broader 
sections of the population, and the labour movement is 
gaining more and more opportunity to form political al
liances with various sections of the population and with 
other progressive . movements. 

In these conditions, capitalism and its political system 
have become incomparably more unstable than ever be,. 
fore and subject to the pressure and social influence of 
the working and democratic masses. 

It is obvious that at the present level of development 
of society the necessary material; social; political and 
culturaLconditions exist for even greater successes of the 
socialist movement. Outof the great ,variety of .all these 
conditions also arises the possibility . of different paths 
and forms of the struggle for socialism. 

Conditions and Forms . of the Struggle 
of·the [Uorking Class for Socialism 

·, 

The ·turbulent movement o.f contemporary humanity ·· 
toward socialism has already made . socialism an everyday . 
practice of hundreds of millions of people, a · practice 
incessantly enriched with new forms and ·new deveiop
ments, either· irr socialist constructitm itself or in the 
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struggle of the working class and the socialist forces for 
influence on the movement of society in capitalist coun
tries. 

All this contributed to the fact that under contem
porary conditions the struggle of the labour movement has 
gained more · breadth and an incomparably greater variety 
of forms than it had in the past .. It presents a constant 
interweaving of revolutionary and so-called peaceful po
litical actions. The working class has forged its way as 
the leading social · force both in sharp revolutionary and 
anti-imperialist conflicts and in parliamentary · and other 
relatively peaceful forms of struggle. While under certain 
conditions the working class through revolutionary action 
razes the old system to its foundations, under some other 
it is willing or compelled to compromise, to accept mutual 
concessions, to be content with reforms. 

Under the present conditions of struggle of the work
ing class in capitalist countries, the awareness of its 
growing strength and social role is of tremendous impor
tance. The pressures of the working class and of t~e 
process of economic development itself are responsible f~r 
some acceleration of the process of nationalization and fbr 
the introduction of various forms of state control of pro
duction, although these processes only brush against the 
existing social relations without changing them. 

To put on the agenda the question of more national
ization of industry is to speed up the growing realization 
of the restricted nature and dwindling perspective of the 
present forms of bourgeois democracy. Ever wider discus
sions of the "broadening" of bourgeois democracy in the 
field of the so-called "economic democracy" testify to the 
growth of a process and to the ultimate crisis of bourgeois 
democracy. Actually all this ferment only reflects the 
fact that contemporary development in an increasingly 
sharp form poses the question of social ownership of the 
means of production and thus of power as a whole. 

The struggle of the working class for participation of 
workers in the management of nationalized industry is 
becoming more and more important. On the successful 
development of this struggle depends the degree of the 
so-called economic democracy, the strengthening of the 
political and social positions of the working class, the 
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reduction of the role of bureaucracy and the perception of 
the essentials . of contemporary technocratic tendencies. 
The capitalist class is forced to make minor concessions 
even in this area, attempting to fill the various forms 
of workers' participation in the management of the 
economy with a content that will not essentially limit the 
rights of the capitalist owners, and trying at the same 
time to use these concessions for weakening the struggle 
and pressure of the working class. The working class is 
becoming more conscious of its opportunities and of the 
limited nature of the concessions so far. 

At the present time, in the course of the immediate 
daily struggle of the working masses for the solution of 
questions concerning their economic interests and demo
cratic rights, questions are also raised such as nationaliza
tion and other forms of socialization of the means of 
production and of economic functions; management in 
enterprises and various forms of self-management; strug
gle against bureaucratism; development of democracy; 
status of the working people in production and society; 
participation of and control by workers, working people, 
consumers, in the bodies of economic management; and 
so forth. 

All these questions are of vital importance to the 
entire labour movement as forms of the struggle for a 
stronger social influence of the working class, for its 
unification, for the development of its socialist conscious
ness, for its power. 

In underdeveloped countries, the factor making for 
a quicker economic and social advance is the co-operation 
of the young working class with the broadest sections of 
the population engaged in the anti-imperialist struggle. 
This includes active struggle of the working class against 
the attempts of the bourgeois element to exploit, for their 
own enrichment and economic and political consolidation, 
the efforts of the liberated nations to overcome their back
wardness and economic dependence. All this is reflected 
in the demands of the working class for a stronger hold 
on the position of command in society, for a stronger hand 
in the management of nationalized economic functions, 
and in its resistance to the attempts at returning the na-. 
tionalized means of production to private hands. 
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The successes of the working class until now, the 
strengthening of the political and economic factors of so
cialism, the growing role of state-capitalist relations with
in contemporary capitalism, the birth of a world socialist 
system, and numerous other factors of contemporary so
cial development - all afford, and will continue to af..., 
ford, the working class more prospects than · before of 
becoming, in certain countries and under certain condi"'
tions, the leading force in society by means of a relatively 
peaceful political struggle, winning decisive influence in 
power and gradually ensuring, according to objective con'
ditions and its political strength, the birth and growth of 
socialism. 

interdependence of Different 
Forms of the Struggle of the 
Working Class 

•i ~I <~ 

' - The possibility of peaceful transition to sociallsin does 
not at all mean that the working class should renounce 
revolutionary means in the struggle for socialism When 
the intensity of internal antagonisms and other conditions 
call for just such means, that is, when the polieies of tf1e 
reactionary ruling circles make such a way out imperative, 
If the labour movement succumbed to opportunist views
and practices, it would renounce not ,only its own social 
role but the previous victories of the socialist--revolution 
which had, in fact, enabled it to use parliamentary.; and 
similar methods more successfully today in its struggle to 
win the leading social role. · 

Being a revolutionary class, the working class no 
doubt will also in the future break by revolutionary force 
the chains of capitalism, imperialism and all oppression; 
especially wherever reactionary ruling circles should try 
to arrest by violence the inexorable course of history and 
bar the working class. and the progressive forces from the 
road to power. On the other hand, Marxists cannot permit 
any form or means of struggle to become a principle or: 
dogma preventing the application, at a given time ... and 
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place, of such forms of political action as would answer 
the concrete conditions of the struggle, life and concepts 
of the working class and the progressive social forces in 
general. 

The contemporary development of the brief , but very 
rich and instructive struggle for socialism shows that the 
paths of the working people to power and socialism are 
different; different not only in different countries· but also 
in different periods. This also depends on the general 
relation of the social forces in the world and on the cori.
crete material and general social conditions, the ·historic 
background and politiCal traditions in each particular 
country, and on the strength of the concrete economic and 
social positions and concepts of the working class and 
working people generally. 

On the other hand, in no country is the struggle --for 
socialism isolated, separated from the development of 
international socialism. The experience of the socialist 
forces in one country · becomes experience for all: The 
successes of socialism in the world strengthen the socialist 
forces in each particular country and make their own 
successes easier. 

The interweaving, interlinking and supplementing of 
all the existing forms of struggle, the efforts of the work
ing class and the socialist forces to free the already estab
lished socialist relations from the features of bureaucracy 
and to develop them still further - that is the basic 
characteristic of social developments in the world, the 
basic characteristic of the present-day struggle for social
ism. 

So?ne Experiences of the SocialistDevelopment 
in the Soviet Union and in Other Socialist 
Countries up to the Present 

The existence of socialist countries and, especially; 
further ·-progressive development · of social relations -in 
these countries exercise a · great influence on the move..: 
ment of the whole society and on further development of 
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international relations toward the equality of nations and 
their peaceful mutual assistance and toward the further 
advance and strengthening of socialism in the world. 

With the experience gained from the socialist devel
opment up to now, the theory and practice of socialism 
obtain a firmer foundation, and more facility for directing 
the socialist movement and curbing anarchy. 

_ In this respect, a particularly valuable experience of 
international socialism has been the course of development 
of socialism in the Soviet Union, with its successes and 
victories which are also successes and victories of interna
tional socialism - as well as its difficulties and weaknesses. 

Between the two World Wars, the Soviet Union was 
the first and only country where socialist forces had come 
to power and where socialist relations of society were 
being built. For this reason the revolutionary movements 
of the working class in other countries and the liberation 
movements in the colonies looked to the Soviet Union as a 
model for their actions. By the mere fact of its existence, 
the Soviet Union, between the two World Wars, was the 
chief bulwark of all socialist and progressive movements 

· in the world. The revolutionary labour movement in Yu
goslavia also received powerful inspiration from the 
October Revolution and socialist construction in the Soviet 
Union. 

The construction of socialist relations in the Soviet 
Union was carried out under the complex conditions of 
extreme difficulties and obstacles. · 

The productive forces were greatly underdeveloped, 
besides being devastated by wars. Serious general back
wardness reigned in a large part of this vast country. 

Against the victory of the October Socialist Revolu
tion, and later against the Soviet Union as the first social
ist state, were directed the efforts of the united reac
tionary imperialist circles of the entire world. 

On the meagre material foundations inherited from 
former Czarist Russia, it was not possible to develop 
further the socialist relations of society. An accelerated 
construction of the material basis of the new society im
posed i~~elf of necessity - above all, the creation of 
heavy i'p.dustry, the basis of further industrial develop
ment. The international situation of the Soviet Union, 
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plots, activities and threats on the part of the reactionary 
circles of the bourgeoisie against the first country of so
cialism made matters worse and influenced the well
known course of development. 

In such circumstances, the entire social development 
in the Soviet Union had to begin with the concentration 
of all forces on the construction of the material basis of 
the new society. This was the only way to prevent a 
restoration of capitalism in the Soviet Union. This general 
situation, however, required extraordinary efforts and 
great self-denial of the whole working class and the work
ing people of the Soviet Union. 

Thanks to extreme efforts, sacrifices and self-denials 
on the part of the Soviet working people, the Soviet Union 
achieved great results in this respect between the- two 
World Wars. A powerful industrial basis was created, 
capable not only of safeguarding the achievements of the 
socialist revolution but also of securing further develop
ment of socialist relations. Thus, too, a material and 
political basis was created which made it much easier 
for socialism to develop in other countries. These suc
cesses, moreover, show in the creation of a numerically 
strong contemporary working class and intelligentsia, and 
so on, all of which has fundamentally changed both the 
internal social-economic structure of Soviet society and 
the subjective conditions of the further development of 
its productive forces. 

The successes achieved were the basis which enabled 
the Soviet Union in the Second World War to win, in 
alliance with the other powers of the anti-Hitler coalition, 
victory over the bloc of fascist powers. This was of deci
sive influence on the further progressive development of 
contemporary society. 

In this general situation, social development called 
for an emphasis on the organizing role of the leading 
forces of society - the Communist Party and the Soviet 
State - first in the fields of economic life, then in all life 
of society. This is what led to the great concentration of 
power in the hands of the state apparatus. 

However, this concentration of power · in the state 
apparatus began to be accompanied by bureaucratic-state 
tendencies, mistakes and deformities in the development 
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of the political system of the state. This, in turn, caused a 
sharper and more convulsive manifestation of the numer
ous contradictions typical of the transition period from 
capitalism to socialism. 

Jn the long run, this practice gradually led not only 
to the ever stronger power of the state but to the rule by 
one . man. This is · the practice which produced the "per
sonality cult" and attempts at its theoretical and ideologi
cal justification. 

Despite the relentless pressure of the forces of cap
italism and imperialism, the Communist Party of the 
Soviet Union and the Soviet working people managed 
during Stalin's leadership to preserve the achievements of 
the October Revolution, to consolidate them through suc
cessful industrialization and the raising of the general 
cultural and technical levels of the country, and to main
tain and develop the Soviet Union as a support for all 
socialist and progressive movements. However, for ob
jective and subjective reasons, Stalin did not oppose the 
bureaucratic-statist tendencies stemming from the great 
concentration of power in the hands of the state ap
paratus, from the merging of the Party and state ap
paratus and from one-sided centralism. On the contrary, 
he himself became their political and ideological champion. 

Along these lines a pragmatist revision of certain 
fundamental scientific propositions of Marxism-Leninism 
was carried out, first in the theory of. the state and the 
Party, then in philosophy, political economy and the so
cial sciences generally. 

The Marxist-Leninist . theory of the dictatorship of 
the proletariat as a political system of government in a 
state which is withering away and as an instrument of the 
struggleof the working class in the process of demolishing 
the economic foundations of capitalism, and creating the 
political and material conditions for a free development 
of new, socialist relations - this Marxist-Leninist theory 
was transformed into Stalin's theory of the state which is 
not withering away, which has to grow ever stronger in 
all areas of social life. To the apparatus of this state is 
assigned too big a part in the construction of socialism 
and in the solution of the inner contradictions of the 
transition period, a part which sooner or later must begin 
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to obstruct the development of the socialist factorS' in 
society and economy. 

On the international scene, that is, in certain aspects 
of the Soviet foreign policy and in relations among the 
socialist countries, phenomena of this kind also appeared 
after the Second World War. These showed most strik
ingly in Stalin's action against socialist Yugoslavia; ac
tion unanimously condemned at the Twentieth Congress 
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union as obviously 
contrary to the real interests of socialism. 

In resisting this pressure and in fighting for the in
dependence of their country, the Yugoslav Communists 
and the peoples of Yugoslavia not only fought for their 
right to free socialist development but contributed to the 
indispensable fight against statist-bureaucratic and other 
anti-socialist deformities in the development of socialism 
and in the relations among nations which have chosen the 
socialist path. This resistance, therefore, was socialist · and 
progressive by definition, and precisely for this reason it 
contributed to the strengthening and advancing of social
ism throughout the world. 

All these and other well-known negative phenomena 
and errors caused damage both to international socialism 
and to socialist construction in the Soviet Union, par.:. 
ticularly because they were taken over and repeated by 
certain soCialist countries, They were unable, however, to 
deform or impede for a length of time the development 
of socialism in the Soviet Union, because socialist forces 
in ·this first country of socialism had so grown and be
come so strong tha.t they even kept breaking through the 
barriers of bureaucratism and the "personality cult." 

This, precisely, was the reason why immediately upon 
the death of Stalin and the Twentieth Congress of the 
Communist Party of the Soviet Union various deformities 
born under the influence of the above-mentioned nega
tive tendencies gradually began to be removed. The high 
level of development of the productive forces in the Soviet 
U nion,~· the dominant social influence of the working class 
and the formation of a numerous intelligentsia closely 
linked with the socialist system make possible the further 
successful development of ·this process; furnishing a new 
incentive in the advance ' of socialism. · 
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Contemporary development and the results so far 
achieved enable the socialist forces to fight with even 
more consciousness, persistence and vision for further 
progress of socialist relations and for abolition, weakening 
or isolation of the sources of various deformities in social
ist development. Theories and practices tending to pre
serve the , transitional forms of socialist construction and 
to shut off the perspectives of the working class and the 
whble nation must be denounced, eliminated, rejected. 

Questions of the greatest interest to the working 
people are becoming more and more pressing for the 
leading forces of the socialist countries and of socialism 
generally: questions of the form and method of managing 
the economic and other functions of society; of the dem
ocratization and gradual limitation of administrative . and 
centralistic management; of steadily widening the par
ticipation of workers in the management of the means of 
production and of the economy in general; of constant 
expansion, both horizontally and vertically, of the scope 
of social self-management; of further promotion CJf the 
system of distribution in conformity with the socialist 
principle "from each according to his abilities, to each 
according to his work"; of continuous improvement of the 
standard of liViJ;lg; of ever broader development of the 
forms and metho~f socialist democracy in all spheres 
of social life; of consolidation and further development 
of the democratic rights and the democratic social obliga
tions of the individual citizen; and so forth. 

Socialist countries cannot all proceed in the same 
manner and at the same rate in solving these and similar 
tasks in the development of socialist relations of ~ciety. 
The course, manner and rate depend on concrete condi
tions in each particular country; on the relation of class 
forces; on the degree of development of the economic 
prerequisites of socialism; and on the political structure, 
traditions, and social consciousness of the masses. 

These problems, however, being part of the whole, 
represent one integral task of international socialism, and 
especially of those Communist parties and socialist forces 
generally that are in power or can substantially influence 
the movement of society. To resolve the contradictions of 
the period of transition from capitalism to socialism means, 
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in the first place, to solve these problems and thus to 
secure an uninterrupted advance of all aspects of socialist 
construction. In following this course, Communists may 
sometimes err. Such errors are not difficult to correct 
because they are errors of progress. It is incomparably 
more difficult to correct errors and their consequences 
arising from hindering the socialist development of society 
and from stubborn clinging to outlived forms afid meth
ods. 

Development of Socialist Thinking. 
On Dogmatism and Revisionism 

The advance of socialism does not depend alone on 
the objective conditions of social development and the 
determination of the working class to struggle concretely 
for the construction of socialist relations. It also depends 
on the subjective abilities of the leading political forces. 
Therefore, constant advances and enrichment of socialist 
scientific thinking are an inseparable component of the 
struggle for socialism and its construction. 

The labour movement has achieved important results 
in this struggle, relying in its practice on the great scien
tific discoveries contained in the works of Marx, Engels 
and Lenin. However, during the past few decades and 
und~i" the influence of various social factors, Marxist 
thinking has lagged behind the development of contem.
porary society. Its later development has not always 
consistently followed from its basic scientific premises and 
results, and often even these premises themselves have 
been subjected to pragmatist revision. 

Thus, many gaps have appeared in the further scien
tific Marxist elucidation of contemporary social problems, 
and especially of the laws and contradictions of the period 
of transition from capitalism to socialism. Further devel
opment of socialism categorically demands that the laws 
and contradictions of the period of transition from capital
ism to socialism be examined and that socialist scientific 
thinking soon be freed from the pragmatist pressure of 
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social factors obstructing its progress. On~y under . this 
condition will Marxist thinking be capable of undertaking 
a scientific explanation of the principal social problems -of 
contemporary humanity, an explanation of the laws of 
the movement of the socialist society itself during the 
period of transition, thus still more successfully · clearing 
the path for socialist practice. 

Two social factors and, accordingly, two ideological 
tendencies within the labour movement have been chiefly 
responsible for obstructing socialist theoretical thinking, 
for revising certain basic Marxist scientific premises. 

The first factor is the phenomenon of bureaucratism 
and. statis~. Intimatel.;f p6nnected are tendencies towa!d 
an Ideological monopo±y and attempts to turn Marxist 
thinking - which remains alive and revolutionary only 
through its own further development and through con
stant gathering of experience . by practice .· - · into a static 
list of stagnant dogmas and abstract verities accommodated 
to certain pragmatic and transient needs. From this spring 
contemporary dogmatism and attempts at a specific statist
pragmatist revision of certain scientific propositions of 
Marxism and Leninism. It is this very dogmatism which, 
while effecting .a profound antiscientific revision of Marx
ism and Leninism, decries as revisionism every genuine 
effort for actual further development of Marxist thought 
in-; contemporary social conditions. , · 

The lag in Marxist thinking behind the developments 
was enhanced by the fact that Stalin, within the Com
munist movement and for several decades, in an au
thoritarian manner rand without brooking objection, pass" 
ed judgment on all- contemporary processes. Some ·· of 
Stalin's evaluations proved correct, but a number of his 
theoretical· ·concepts have been refuted by practice. In 
his theoretical analyses, Stalin used to deviate from the 
method -of materialist dialectics toward subjectivism and 
metaphysics. Yet, even ·regardless of the character of his 
various theories, it is clear that such an ideological mo:
nopoly must have contributed to the dogmatization of 
Marxism and Leninism. 

Dogmatism in the Communist movement has been 
accompanied by pseudo-revolutionary sectarianism, · loss . 
of confidence in the . strength of the working class, :and 
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non-perception or underestimation of the results of the 
development of socialism so far. This situation also makes 
it impossible to see the full effect of socialist revolutions 
and of the results of socialist practice on sociaL devel-" 
opment in capitalist countries and on the policies of the 
ruling top circles - all of which has greatly changed the 
conditions of the struggle for socialism. Knowledge of 
these facts matured much too slowly within certain Com-, 
munist parties, and this hampered the timely discovery of 
appropriate forms of struggle and helped weaken the links 
of the parties with the masses. 

The second factor producing a negative effect on the 
development of socialist thinking has been the influence 
of bourgeois ideology, opportunism and reformism, of 
declasse anarchism, and so forth; on the labour movement. 
Such influences give rise to attempts at a bourgeois-, 
liberal and reformist revision of the basic scientific pro,.. 
positions of socialism, of Marxism, and Leninism. Revision
ism of this kind actually is an ideological reflection of the 
abandonment of socialist positions and expresses ten
dencies toward the restoration of this or that form of 
bourgeois society. Revisionism of this kind strikes the 
revolutionary ideological foundations of the labour move
ment and, in the name of pseudo-liberal slogans, sacrifices 
the interests ·of the working class and socialism to the 
interests of the reactionary forces of society. 

Within the Communist movement revisionism of this 
kind rests on vacillation in the' face of difficulties, on dis
orientation caused by the subjective weaknesses of the 
movement or by deformities in the construction of social~ 
ism. In socialist countries, this revisionism appears as · a 
reactionary brake on socialist development, as a factor 
in the deformation of the socialist state in the direction 
of the bourgeois political system, and as a factor of des
tructive anarchist undermining of the political basis of 
socialist society. This kind of revisionism is also one of 
the sources of bureaucratism, because it brings grist to 
the mill of the remnants of the bourgeoisie and reac.-.. 
tionary ideologies. It becomes objectively the bulwark of 
anti-socialist forces, and thus obstructs the development of 
socialist relations, sharpens inner contradictions and helps 
fortify the role of the state and bureaucratism .. - , 
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In order to remain the actual leading force of the 
most progressive conscious socialist action, the Commu
nists must be able to fight both of these negative in
fluences upon the development of socialist thinking and 
socialist construction. Persistent ideological struggle on 
two fronts, against both forms of revision of the scien
tific foundations of socialism as given by Marx, Engels 
and Lenin and confirmed by the entire practice of so
cialism so far, is~e of the essential conditions of the 
advance of sociali~~1f in the transition period. 

At the same time, however, the Communists should 
reject all attempts at warping the justified struggle against 
either form of revisionism and at exploiting it to thwart 
the efforts necessary for further development of the scien
tific foundations of Marxism and for a scientific, Marxist 
explanation of the new phenomena, which are character
istic of the contemporary world and according to which 
the Communists must determine their practical tasks. 

Situation in the Labour Movement 

In the face of the great task and opportunities pre
sented by the contemporary relation of social forces, the 
labour movement stands disunited . This disunity arose, 
in the first place, because of the objective laws of the 
contemporary movement of society and the social position 
of the various strata of the working class, and thus it is 
objectively conditioned. Still, the working class should be 
at least as united as are the various factions of the bour
geoisie. Despite the different and often profoundly con
tradictory interests of its factions , the bourgeoisie has 
learned through long experience how to find those basic 
elements of co-operation which enable it to achieve unity 
in the essential questions of its class interests. The work
ing class in many countries is still young and too inexpe
rienced as an influential and especially as a ruling class. 

So it happens that among the leading groups of the 
various sections of the labour movement a serious lack of 
understanding still prevails about the social significance 
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of the struggle for some form of unity of the labour ~ove
ment and progressive forces generally. This disunity is 
more often deepened than bridged. Instead of resisting 
the pressure of the antisocialist forces through mutual 
support of its various sections in essential questions of 
socialism and peace, the labour movement, often through 
blind, hostile pragmatism, throws the door open to alien 
influences and interests, while entire sections of it, in 
one form or another, climb upon the bandwagon of reac
tion. 

The League of Communists of Yugoslavia believes it 
is one of the fundamental tasks of the leading socialist 
forces - if they really wish to contribute to the devel
opment of socialism- to fight persistently and constantly, 
regardless of their ideological views, ~or the creation of 
such an atmosphere and relations in the labour moyement 
as will render possible various forms of common action 
and mutual or unilateral support, close the door to the 
enemy, and make for increasingly freer forms of a social
ist contest of opinions within the labour movement itself. 

Communist and Other Revolutionaray 
Parties of the T.Dorking Class 

The Communist and other revolutionary parties of the 
working class have played an enormous part in the devel
opment of socialism so far . The Communists, under the 
leadership of the great figure of Lenin, fought at the head 
of the October Revolution and opened a new epoch of 
history. The Communists were the only force capable of 
assuming the leadership of the revolutionary energies and 
strivings of the masses of the people of Yugoslavia, China 
and other countries, and of organizing them .for struggle 
and victory. The Communists led in the revolutionary 
expropriation of the ruling classes in the many countries 
of the people's democracies. They have been as a rule 
the revolutionary core or the most determined ally in the 
.~any anti-imperialist movements and uprisings. They 
were the most militant core of the anti- fascist movement 
and the anti-Hitler war. 
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During the past few decades the Communists were 
at the head of the great processes that gave new substance 
and _direction to the entire history of mankind. Rallying 
the. I?ost -revol.utionary . ~ts of the labo:rring masses, 
trammg them m the sp1riy of class conscwusness and 
knowledge· of the historic role of the working class; and 
endeavouring to follow the revolutionary teachings of 
Marx, Engels and Lenin in everyday struggle, the Com
munist parties have been the active leading force of the 
revolutionary process since the October Revolution. 

-This gneat historic . role of the Communists can no 
longer be disputed or belittled by -slander from the 
enemies of socialism ,--- or by the malicious gossip of the 
opportunists, philistines or petty-bourgeois phrase-,mon-: 
gers . . It cannot be diminished even by the Communists' 
own mistakes, however big. Without this role of the Com
munists, the world would not be what it is today and 
what inevitably it will be tomorrow. ·. 

' · In alL these developments, the Communists represent
ed ,and organized the living revolutionary socialist .action 
such as the broad working masses understood, demanded 
and were willing to back. That is why they won victories. 
And they will win them in the future only under these 
conditions. · . 

However, these victories were accompanied also by 
certain negative phenomena in the international Com
munists· movement: bureauer'atism, dogmatism, .. bppor
tunism •.·concealed by leftist . s1ogans, sectarianism; ej{ag'
gerated , frt~eling of: power; ideological and political mono
polism, · arid : so forth. A's · a · result, certain Communist 
parties did -·not sufficiently realize that the conditions of 
the •sfruggle ·of the working class had changed consider
ably. They failed tb notice the consequences of the con
teiirpdrary · relation of· social forces in the world; There .. 
fore; they were· not always capable of setting themselves 
tasks ih accordance with 'actual developments. 
'· ~ ·Because ·· of this lag· and under the influence , of 
bourgeois forces, certain · Communist ·parties found them
se1ves withdrawn-into their 'own shells, isolated; especially 
ih ' the countries where objective conditions were - un
favourable to the development of a r~volutionary labour 
movement. A direct consequence of this isolation; again 
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in certain parts of the Communist movement, was the 
inclination to await passively the results of international 
developments. This brought some ComrnU:nist parties· :-to 
the danger point of ceasing to act as the revolutionary, 
creative, initiating factor of social development in their 
own countries. 

This is the ground on which often grow:(the h~ipless 
attitude toward the opportunist and refori:nist ' disposition 
of a part of the working class. Here also, at times, the 
policy prevails . of passively awaiting external develop
ments in the hope that they will revolutionize ithe work
ing :Class. In everyday practice this is revealed ih 'sectarian 
revolutionary ' ''siogan~r c-oncealing the' inability to 'act' or 
move from one spot. .·, 

· The League c# ·Communists · of Yugoslavia believ'es 
that every Marxist party is always required to be capable 
Of organizing or supporting the struggle · cif the working 
class 'fcir precisely those political and economic objectiVes 
that l.n· ~ a giveri situation the · labouring . masses can· uri-· 
derstand' and fight for. · Only by thus: conducting .:~he strug:i 
gle'<' can -the-· Communists · be linked . ;with . the :· working 
miisses and Wain _them' through -their "o\vn ·· experience '-for 
further' 'struggle- and achievement of ' higher ·· goals, How
ever;1many ob]ecitives for which the w&king class' is will
ing ifu . fight, or already ·is -fighting, . ·are not always· given 
the , needed attention or are treated in a dogmatic manAer. 

Communist Patties can assert themselves as the most 
prbgtessiVe:: :a:fid, in this' sense;. the leading soCialist fa.ttbr 
bY comprehending the soci'alist process as a whole despite 
the diversity :of its proponents and tendenCies, a.ndi' bf 
realizing that/ inevitably ·different : factors cotn:e to : the 
fore' under different conditions. -On the uriderstanding ' of 
this fact mostly depends whether they will ,: find . their 
place; iri. - the _whole of : this process and act :as. initiators 
of conscious socialist · actiOn: The.· conception that' Com-' 
rnunist '.parties· have a monopoly on ·every aspect of the 
movement toward socia:lism ·· and - that sociaHsrrt . is .ex-. 
pressed- only in them and ;through them -is theorettcaHy 
incdrrect and very harmful in practice.< . · :_· 

The fact that certain . Communist patties . -are < now 
p,assing~,through -,a·' prdcess . of . emancipation ·from· 'dogm-as 
and self~ isolation, that they"are 'undergoing .a regerieralion 
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by reexamining past experiert.ce and by seeking their own 
paths toward socialism, expresses the need of getting in 
step with the time, with contemporary tasks. 

Social Democr-ati__c Parties 
dnd Movements \ 

A large part of the working class and other working 
masses, primarily in .certain highly developed capitalist 
countries, follow the Social-Democratic and similar parties. 
Therefore., the situation within these parties should be 
taken as a component part of the situation within the 
present-day labour movement as a whole. 

In . countries where developed forces of production 
furnished the base for a rather strong economic position 
of the bourgeoisie, the labour movement mainly took the 
path of reformism which, in principle, denied the necessity 
of a revolutionary struggle of the working class for power 
and which foretold an automatic transformation of capital
ism into socialism through a number of gradual reforms. 
The chief reason · for this should be sought, among other 
things, in the fact that the bourgeoisie in these countries, 
under the revolutionary pressure of the working class and 
under the influence of the October Revolution and the 
entire subsequent development of socialism, was compelled 
- and for familiar reasons also was in a position - to 
make certain material and political concessions to the 
working class. This situation explains why the Social
Democratic parties did not and cannot develop in back
ward countries. 

Under the pressure of the working class in all fields 
of soial and economic life, the bourgeoisie made a number 
of concessions to Social-Democratic movement. But along 
with this grew the influence of the bourgeoisie and impe
rialism on a section of the labour movement. In the end 
this resulted in a softening and deflecting of the pressures 
of the working class. But while this strengthened the 
Sa<:ial-Democratic parties, it also fostered the tendency 
among them to address themselves more and 'more to the 
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middle classes and the inclination of large numbers of 
their members · to adopt the ideology and psychology of 
the middle classes. This is what chiefly accounts for the 
constant growth of trends in Social-,Democratic parties to 
keep away from a conscious and systematic struggle for 
socialism and to become pragmatic instruments of re
formism. 

Accordingly, certain sections of Social Democracy 
have increasingly denied the right of the working class 
to independent policies and shut off the perspective of 
its independent political action, while at the same time 
supporting bureaucratic and technocratic tendencies in 
theory and in practice. The role of the administrative ap-. 
paratus in the Social-Democratic parties, and especially in 
trade unions, has grown tremendously. This apparatus 
itself shows tendencies toward gradual fusion and coa
lescence with the state-capitalist apparatus. Such a situa
tion creates favourable ground in the Social-Democratic 
parties for the strengthening of bureaucratism and of a 
specific reformist dogmatism. 

History has already refuted many of these dogmas. 
Today, for instance, it is · inane to deny the revolution 
when it is known that the revolution has changed the 
world. And the whole conception of political democracy, 
actually consisting in the mere maintenance and idealiza
tion of the bourgeois multi-party system under whatever 
conditions, is static and constantly refuted _ by experience. 
This conception does not take into account the basic laws 
of the movement of society. Above all, it does not see 
mutual inter-action of the material basis of society and 
the political forms built upon it. The sponsors of this 
conception do not realize, or do not wish to realize, that 
grafting the political forms of bourgeois democracy upon 
new economic relations created by the revolution, whether 
they wish it or not, means nothing but ideological prep
aration of the road for the forces of bourgeois restora
tion and, ultimately of bureaucratic statism. 

. For all these reasons, various Social-Democratic par
ties which have come to power by parliamentary means 
are not in position to change social relations quickly and 
radically. They restrict themselves mainly to passing 
superficial or very limited reforms, primarily those which 
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the pressure of economic factors compels the capitalist 
order to accept anyway. And even these measures are 
burdened by bureaucratism and technocracy. Within these 
limits, in fact, Social-Democratic parties suffer the effects 
of the same laws of the transition period that act upon 
the entire labour movement. 

The same reasons that determine a reformist-dogmatic 
line in the domestic policies of various Social..,Democratic 
trends also determine their foreign policy views. Some 
of these trends give active support to acts of imperialist 
policies of their bourgeoisie, thus protecting the extra 
profits of their own nations at the expense of other na
tions, deepening the antagonisms of the contemporary 
world and feeding the sources of danger of new wars. 

Under the influence of the profound changes in the 
present...:day world, whose real causes and sources many 
Social-Democratic theorists do not see, all forms of the 
dogmatism grown out of the first stages of development 
of the labour movement and socialism have suffered 
severe blows. Thus, the dogmas of Social-Democracy also 
are beginning to crumble. 

The dynamics of the contemporary social processes 
inevitably will be reflected also in the future development 
of the Social-Democratic parties. Those among them which 
have rallied a large part of the working class will face. the 
alternative of either adopting socialism and unity of the 
working class or losing their social influence. 

Role of Trade Unions 

The working class does not fight for socialism through 
political parties alone. For more than a century, through 
strikes, big and small, the trade unions have waged a 
partisan war against the power of capital, continuously 
undermining it. The constant increase in the. number of 
unionized workers and steady strengthening of the trade 
unions have made them the biggest organized mass force 
of the working class: 
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The mounting influence of the trade unions in a great 
part of the world is an important factor not only in the 
improvement of the momentary situation of the working 
class, but, objectively, also in the struggle for socialism. 
The labour movement as a whole is greatly interested in 
the development of the trade unions. This makes for a 
wider participation of the broad masses of the working 
class in social and political events and actions and for a 
more . effective · protection of their interests, although 
bureaucratism and opportunism in high places of the 
unions often weaken their strength, fetter the initiative of 
the working class and are responsible for neglect of ob
jective opportunities for union activities. 

It is characteristic of the present stage of the trade 
union struggle that the unions no longer confine them
selves to demands of higher wages and shorter working 
hours but, with an ever stronger voice and determination, 
also demand participation in the management of produc
tion and control of certain social-economic key positions. 

The role of the unions in the organized struggle of the 
working class both for the fulfilment of its current eco
nomic, social and cultural demands and for the strength
ening of its social and political influence, is even greater. 
It has still broader perspectives in the countries whose 
specific internal development has created a situation 
where classic political parties of the working class do not 
exist despite a very high degree of economic development 
and despite a strong working class in these countries. This 
is the case, for instance, in the United States of America. 

The role of the trade unions is also great in the so
cialist countries under social ownership of the means of 
production, and still greater where workers' self-manage
ment is in effect. 

The fact that in a number of socialist countries the 
unions have, of late, played an increasingly important 
part in the management of enterprises testifies to . the 
strengthening, not the weakening, of the role of the trade 
unions in the period of transition from capitalism to so
cialism. With the change in the social position of the 
working class, abolition of the remnants of wage labour 
and iRcreased direct participation of the working class in 
the distribution of the social product, the role, character 
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and tasks of the trade unions also are changing. Yet cer
tain fundamental functions of the unions - for instance, 
economic, protective or educational - remain and even 
grow in importance. 

The international trade union movement is as split 
as is the international labour movement in general. The 
League of Communists of Yugoslavia will fight also in 
this area for every possible form of unity in the struggle 
for the common interests of the international labour move
ment. And it will support every act of co-operation of the 
Yugoslav trade union movement with other union move
ments in the common interest. 

The League will take note of the fact that the same 
negative influences that appear in the labour movement 
generally also act on the international trade union move
ment. In fighting for unity in the international trade 
union movement, the League does not renounce the ideo
logical and political struggle against all reactionary in
fluences and anti-socialist tendencies within that move
ment. 

People's Anti-Imperialist Movements 
in Underdeveloped Countries 

A number of parties and movements, primarily in 
underdeveloped countries, in certain periods of history 
can play a positive role in the development of society and 
even clear the path to socialist advance. In certain coun
tries in Asia, Africa, Latin America, at a certain stage of 
the movement of society toward socialism, a positive role 
can be played by certain national movements of progres
sive orientation, movements growing out of the struggle 
against imperialism and capitalist monopolies. In this 
respect, all anti-colonial movements also have a historical
ly progressive role. Workers' movements, if freed from 
dogmatism and opportunism, will take account of this. 
Moreover, they will support these parties and movements 
as forces of progress, as long as they remain such, and 
will co-operate with them as with equal partners. 
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Forms of C a-operation Within the 
Labour Movement 

The number and multiplicity of the forces of the 
progressive movement of society, as well as the number 
and multiplicity of reactionary social influences breaking 
into the labour movement, especially through its disunity, 
require that the most progressive and active socialist 
forces, first of all the Communists, fight constantly and 
persistently for every possible form of co-operation, co
ordination and interlinking in the struggle conducted by 
the labour, progressive and anti-imperialist movements in 
the interests of social progress and peace. 

The forms of co-operation cannot be figured out or 
prescribed in advance by any central body. They will grow 
out of contemporary development, out of the working 
masses' interest in co-operation, out of the necessity of 
preserving peace and finding effective ways of developing 
active coexistence among peoples and states. The forms 
of co-operation will result particularly from the increas
ing realization that it is necessary to support all forms of 
actual movement toward socialism and all methods and 
ways of furthering socialist relations and strengthening 
socialist forces which are breaking through the cracks of 
the old society, widening them, conquering social posi
tions, and fighting for a leading social role. 

Therefore, most diverse forms of co-operation will 
appear and are already appearing in practice, adapted to 
the needs of the concrete struggle for peace and socialism. 
They range from lower forms - such as parallel actions, 
unilateral support, support of certain progressive trends
to united action and evert fusion and unification of work
ers' parties. 

Bearing in mind these tasks of the international la
bour movement, and the fact that the essential interests 
of the workers are indivisible - although ideas of how 
to achieve them may differ - the League of Communists 
of Yugoslavia regardless of difficulties will tirelessly ad
vocate the strengthening and widening of co-operation in 
the labour movement and of international co-operation in 
general, better and fuller mutual knowledge and under-
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standing, and a broader and freer exchange of opinions 
and experiences. 

The Yugoslav Communists will accept and encourage 
various forms of equal co-operation, not only with the 
Communists of other countries but also with the Socialist 
parties of various trends and with other progressive par
ties and movements - individually or collectively. They 
will do so whenever they feel that such co-operation may 
contribute to the consolidation of peace, rapprochement 
among the peoples and progressive movements, and ad
vance of socialism. 

However, while struggling with the utmost persistence 
and to the best of its ability for unity and co-operation 
among the workers' and progressive movements, the 
League of Communists of Yugoslavia believes that this 
co-operation should in no case lead to abandonment of its 
socialist positions of principle or to abolition of the ideo
logical and political discussion and mutual criticism. The 
contemporary world movement toward socialism appears 
in many forms and trends which cannot be abolished, 
because they reflect the complexity of contemporary social 
conditions. The ideological struggle arising among these 
various trends is actually a struggle for the establishment 
of the most progressive tendencies in concrete circum
stances. The Communists would abdicate their revolution
ary social role if, in these conditions, they abandoned the 
ideological struggle against anti-socialist, opportunist, 
sectarian-dogmatic and other negative tendencies in the 
labour movement. 

On Bilateral and Multilateral 
C a-operation 

The Yugoslav Communists do not make · an issue of 
the form of co-operation among the Communist parties 
or between these parties and the Socialist or other pro
gressive movements. They make a point of its content. 
They favour both bilateral and multiLateral co-operation 
provided it is always based on full equality, with no im• 
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position of attitudes and no interference in the internal 
relations of the parties, and provided it serves the con
crete interests of peace, socialism and social progress in 
general. The League of Communists of Yugoslavia be
lieves that both forms of co-operation are indispensable 
elements in uniting the actions of the socialist forces and 
the progressive efforts of humanity. If, however, the 
Yugoslav Communists under present conditions assign 
primary importance to the various forms of bilateral co
operation, they do so first because of the altered objective 
conditions of the contemporary development of socialism; 
and, second, because the earlier forms of multilateral co
operation of the workers' parties - aside from their 
positive aspects whenever they corresponded to the given 
historic period -:- produced negative phenomena which 
caused considerable harm to the struggle for socialism and 
peace and wich the labour movement must live down so 
that they may not again sully the democratic principles of 
socialist internationalism. 

Ideological Monopolism 

Among these phenomena one must first mention 
tendencies toward ideological monopoly. 

Tendencies toward ideological monopoly have always 
been a barrier to the development of socialist thinking 
and a source of dogmatism and opportunist-revisionist 
reaction. These tendencies gave rise to aspirations toward 
unccmditional leadership in the labour movement, which 
led to many negative consequences at a time when not 
one single working class party was in power. Tendencies 
toward ideological monopoly can cause even greater dam'
age after the parties of the working class have assumed 
power. It is the task of the labour movement - especially 
of the Communists of the larger, stronger socialist coun
tries, with greater responsibilities - to fight both in 
theory and in practice for an equality of relations, on the 
principle that the correctness and progressive character 
of an ideology or of certain forms of socialist construction 
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depend exclusively on their vitality and verification by 
practice, not on the approval by some international forum. 

Every aspect of ideological monopoly that hampers 
free socialist development in socialist countries is a brake 
on international socialism in general. For this reason, the 
League of Communists of Yugoslavia regards as partic
ularly useful today the creation of such forms of interna
tional co-operation as would on the broadest possible basis 
unite efforts toward solution of the common practical 
problems of peace and of the struggle for, and the building 
of socialism. 

The interest of further socialist development demands 
free, socialist, democratic relations among the parties of 
the socialist countries. In the struggle for the victory of 
socialism, the working class of one country or another 
may for a certain period of time be the standard-bearer, 
may stand in the front ranks or have a superior material 
force at its disposal. But this does not mean that it thus 
acquires a monopoly position in the labour movement, 
least of all in ideology. Past experience has shown - and 
it is even clearer today - that co-operation in the labour 
movement is possible only among equals. 

Also characteristic of contemporary development is 
the fact that in several countries Communist parties have 
come to power. Thus, the question of relations among the 
Communist parties assumes yet another, historically new, 
aspect. 

The leadership of Communist parties in power is re
sponsible for the work of these parties not only to its 
membership but to the entire people. This fact must be 
reflected in the character of their mutual relations. 

In their mutual relations, the Communist parties in 
power cannot make decisions belonging. to the jurisdiction 
of representative organs elected by all citizens. The Com
munist parties in the practice of their international rela
tions have so far often failed to keep this in mind, thus 
restricting the importance and role of the above men
tioned representative organs. 

To proclaim the path and form of the socialist devel
opment of any country as the only correct ones is nothing 
but dogma, obstructing the process of the socialist trans
formation of the world. The general aims of socialism are 
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common, but the rate ·and forms of the movement of 
society toward these aims are and must be different, de
pending on the concrete conditions in individual coun
tries or parts of the world. Consequently, freedom ofin
ternal socialist development and absence of any imposition 
of various forms, non-interference in the internal life and 
progress of various movements, and a free and equal ex
change of experience and socialist theoretical thought 
should be the basic principle of mutual relations among 
socialist countries and socialist movements. 

Attempts at designating the recognition of diversity 
in forms of development of socialist processes as a "new" 
ideological phenomenon, as "national communism", have 
nothing in common with a scientific explanation of con
temporary socialist development. Such theories can arise 
only in the minds of dogmatists, or are deliberately inject
ed by the spokesmen of the bourgeoisie in order to in
troduce disorientation and ideological confusion into the 
labour movement. Such designs must not prevent the 
comprehension and working out of specific developments 
and the orientation of the working class primarily accord
ing to the problems and conditions of its own country. 

On Proletarian Internationalism 

In emphasizing the absolute necessity for Communists 
to fight for ·socialism arid its construction according to the 
conditions of their countries, the League of Communists 
of Yugoslavia also fosters the · idea of proletarian interna
tionalism in its ranks and educates the Yugoslav workirig 
people in this spirit. Always, in its entire development, 
proletarian internationalism has been concrete. Thisprin
ciple includes, first, the determination of the labour move
ment to develop in its countries a consistent struggle for 
socialism and the daily interests of the working people; 
to utilize all forms of work and struggle to increase its 
influence; to prepare for taking over power and, after 
that, to undertake the construction of socialism in accord
ance with the interests of all working people in the 
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world and with the interests of peace and the progress of 
humanity. Second, the principle of proletarian interna
tionalism includes support of the same struggle in all 
other countries, that is, solidarity with the labour move
ment and socialist forces of the world in their struggle 
for the fulfilment of their daily economic and political 
demands, for peace and for socialism. 

During and after the October Revolution, when the 
Soviet Union was the only socialist country, defense of 
the U.S.S.R. as the main stronghold of international so
cialism was one of the principal criteria of proletarian in
ternationalism. Today the criterion is broader. Proletarian 
internationalism demands correct relations and solidarity 
with and support of every socialist country and every 
socialist movement which truly fights for socialism, for 
peace and for peaceful, active coexistence among nations. 

The idea of proletarian internationalism also demands 
of the Communists that they fight staunchly for peace; 
that they denounce and fight against all imperialist ac
tion; that they work relentlessly to ensure the conditions 
of all-round mutual acquaintance, knowledge of nations 
and their rapprochement; that they insist on the abolitton 
of national and racial prejudices and of all forms of in
equality, chauvinism and hegemony peculiar to the capi
talist system; that they work for the strengthening of the 
independence and equality ·of the peoples and on mutual 
peaceful aid and all-round cooperation among all nations. 

In our own case, in addition, the idea of proletarian 
internationalism demands of the Communists . to work 
particularly on the constant strengthening of brother.hood 
and unity among the peoples of Yugoslavia, on their 
equality and their unhindered material a:nd cultural 
progress. 

In all its contacts with other Communists, Socialist, 
progressive and anti-imperialist movements. and in all its 
international relations in general, the League of Com
munists of Yugoslavia has .upheld and will continue to 
uphold the great idea of proletarian socialist internation
alism as its guiding principle. 
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